**Paint Detail**

White stencil, 2" block lettering both sides.

**Notes:**

1. Paint web of rail, 10' centered on rail, solid white on both sides. Using 2" block stencil and black paint. Additionally, on one side only, permanently affix manufacturer's I.D. tag in painted area.

2. Stencil the following rail height dimensions at the appropriate locations on the rail: 6 7/16", 6 9/16", 6 11/16", 6 13/16", and 6 15/16".

3. Lift point & finish wt. to be clearly marked on top of rail.

4. Transition rail to be manufactured from head hardened rail.

5. Machined transition surfaces must be free of seams & ridges.

---

**Top Radii Detail**

7/8" deep head cut to simulate head of 132RE 11/16" worn rail. (See detail for top radii)

**View A**

**Section B**

Full height 136 re rail (see detail for top radii)